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stellar
by Sebastian Herkner



PROCESS
Each piece is created from uncoloured or coloured, 
partly-sand-blasted,  handblown glass. Bubbles, 
streaks and other variations in size and colour are 
part of the production process, and not defects of 
the design or production. 
Each lamp comes with a bulb and a three-meter-
long steel reinforced black textile cable, with black 
metallic ceiling cup.

stellar mini
by Sebastian Herkner
PENDANT LIGHT

MATERIAL
glass

180 Ø
DIMENSIONS mm

LED, E27, 4W, 45Ø 
x 750H mm, 400lm, 
2700K warm white, 
220-240V, 50/60Hz, 
30 000h, A++

LIGHT SOURCE

ART. NR

7903AUB_50
7903GA_50
7903TA_50
7903WA_50

COLOUR

HALF

aubergine transluscent
smoky grey transluscent
transparent transluscent
white transluscent

aubergine clear 
smoky grey clear
transparent clear
white clear

HALF

Stellar Mini

7903



PROCESS
Each piece is created from uncoloured or coloured, 
partly-sand-blasted,  handblown glass. Bubbles, 
streaks and other variations in size and colour are 
part of the production process, and not defects of 
the design or production. 
Each lamp comes with a bulb and a three-meter-
long steel reinforced black textile cable, with black 
metallic ceiling cup.

stellar small
by Sebastian Herkner
PENDANT LIGHT

MATERIAL
glass

230 Ø
DIMENSIONS mm

LED, E27, 7W, 80Ø 
x 120H mm, 806lm, 
2700K warm white, 
220-240V, 50/60Hz, 
30 000h, A++

LIGHT SOURCE

ART. NR

7900AUB_50
7900GA_50
7900TA_50
7900WA_50

COLOUR

HALF

aubergine transluscent
smoky grey transluscent
transparent transluscent
white transluscent

aubergine clear 
smoky grey clear
transparent clear
white clear

HALF

Stellar Small

7900



PROCESS
Each piece is created from uncoloured or coloured, 
partly-sand-blasted,  handblown glass. Bubbles, 
streaks and other variations in size and colour are 
part of the production process, and not defects of 
the design or production. 
Each lamp comes with a bulb and a three-meter-
long steel reinforced black textile cable, with black 
metallic ceiling cup.

MATERIAL
glass

310 Ø
DIMENSIONS mm

LED, E27, 7W, 95Ø 
x 136H mm, 806lm, 
2700K warm white, 
220-240V, 50/60Hz, 
30 000h, A++

LIGHT SOURCE

stellar medium
by Sebastian Herkner
PENDANT LIGHT

ART. NR

7901AUB_50
7901GA_50
7901TA_50
7901WA_50

COLOUR

HALF

aubergine transluscent
smoky grey transluscent
transparent transluscent
white transluscent

aubergine clear 
smoky grey clear
transparent clear
white clear

HALF

Stellar Medium

7901



PROCESS
Each piece is created from uncoloured or coloured, 
partly-sand-blasted,  handblown glass. Bubbles, 
streaks and other variations in size and colour are 
part of the production process, and not defects of 
the design or production. 
Each lamp comes with a bulb and a three-meter-
long steel reinforced black textile cable, with black 
metallic ceiling cup.

MATERIAL
glass

390 Ø
DIMENSIONS mm

LED, E27, 7W, 95Ø 
x 136H mm, 806lm, 
2700K warm white, 
220-240V, 50/60Hz, 
30 000h, A++

LIGHT SOURCE

stellar big
by Sebastian Herkner
PENDANT LIGHT

ART. NR

7902AUB_50
7902GA_50
7902TA_50
7902WA_50

COLOUR

aubergine transluscent
smoky grey transluscent
transparent transluscent
white transluscent

HALF

aubergine clear 
smoky grey clear
transparent clear
white clear

HALF

Stellar Big

7902
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